


inculcate religious values and high morals in the mind of Mr. S. She
even taught Mr. S about God and his control over all worldly affairs
and his supreme dominance over every living creature’s fate. Mr. S had
two sisters at his adopter's parents’ home. Both were older than him.
They also cared about Mr. S and looked after in his studies and other
social matters. The biological father of Mr. S was not financially as
stable as the adoptive father. He had 9 children and had low
socioeconomic status. He was also not well educated. He was a strict
disciplinarian and very religious person. He commanded the whole
family. He liked to impose his self-determined views, ideas, and ideals.
The biological mother of Mr. S was simply a housewife, uneducated
and not actively involved in family decisions because of the dominant
role of her husband. Her view point never taken about family matters.
The adoptive father of Mr. S brought him up like biological parents and
he also arranged their marriage and took care of other matters. Since
the adoptive parents did not have any male child, the biological parents
of Mr. S as a token of gratitude deigned to hand over him to the
adoptive parents. Mr. S has two real sisters and six real brothers-three
real brothers are older than him and two are younger while the two
sisters are all older than him. All the real sisters and brothers have very
suppressed personalities because of the behaviour of their father. They
could not stand up against their father, and hardly disagreed with him
on important domestic matters. In the absence of the father, they didn’t
behave properly, rather disobediently, with their mother.

Social history
The client was less social and like to be alone most of the time. His

attitude towards other people was very cautious and he rarely liked to
talk to people and mix with them in a gregarious ambience. He liked to
stay home and didn’t like to go out with age-mates. He spent most of
the time with his adoptive father who was for him a strong shelter. He
wanted to follow his father’s lifestyle and assimilated all of his values
and personality characteristics that he considered valuable and
appreciable. Especially when he visited his relatives it makes him
uncomfortable and wanted to avoid them. Unconsciously, he wished to
avoid any confusion regarding his true affiliation with biological or
adoptive parents. When he was about to visit his biological parents, his
uneasiness grew worse and he sometimes even complained of somatic
complications like stomach-ache, headache, or fever which didn’t have
any physiological basis. He was jealous of his real sisters and brothers
and he was not sure whether he was their real brother, so he felt more
comfortable with his adopter sisters in his adopter's parents’ home. If
he was with his adoptive parents in his biological parents’ home, he
clung to them and didn’t leave their company at any cost. He was afraid
of being alone at home and wept when nobody is there with him. He
wanted to stay home most of the time and avoid people outside home,
but whenever he may alone feel was very scared. When he came to
clinic he complained of facing danger of being attacked by someone
when he was alone at home or any other place. His fear of unforeseen
danger from others probably was rooted in his unconscious sense of
insecurity and undecided nature of belongings. When guests came to
his home, he showed behaviour towards them according to the desires
of his adoptive parents and rules imposed by them. He didn’t show
naughty behaviour and assumed the role of a very docile, decent,
gentle child. He never demanded anything from his adoptive parents
and seldom wished for things which are commonly desired by a
normal child.

Medical/Past psychiatric history
Mr. S did not have any serious medical problem throughout his life.

He occasionally had headache in childhood and then again in 2003 but
it was not serious enough to warrant proper medical care and long-
term medication.

Pre-morbid personality
Since his childhood, Mr. S was highly confused, insecure and shy.

He was also very aggressive at times (as he use to throw things on
ground and use to hit thing while being aggressive), but foe his
adoptive father, he was very submissive child. He was emotionally
dependent on his father. He could not concentrate on studies and he
had a very bad memory. He was not a good student. He was afraid of
strangers, avoided them, and preferred to live in isolation [3].

Materials and Methods

Participants
Mr. S (client)

Materials
No any specific material was used in this case study.

Procedure
In the first two sessions, semi-structured interviews were conducted

with Mr. S and his family members. Assessment was made in the light
of these interviews and reasons/causes of the disorder were identified.
Diagnosis was made through DSM-IV.

In the subsequent of ninety sessions Mr. S was asked to write on
specific topics. Cross-questioning was carried out over the ideas
mentioned in the writings.

Assessment
After the thorough investigation and diagnosis of the disorder. As

the history of Mr. S shows that at the age of 25 days, he was adopted by
the sister of his biological mother. The adoptive parents looked after
Mr. S with great care. Especially the adoptive father was much careful
about the client. It was not natural behaviour to the client from his
adoptive parents, which disturb his natural growth. But on the other
side, the behaviour of his father made a strong shelter (it’s not
compensation as prevailing psychology says) for him. With the passage
of time when he was going through very sensitive phase of life
(mentally and physically) he started to hear from people of his
surroundings that he is not the real son of his parents and he was
adopted. In this way he started developing feelings of insecurity which
directly hit instinct of fear (prevailing psychology fear is an emotion,
not instinct, but in my point of view which I have proved that fear is
most dominating instinct). He was sexually abused by his neighbour
when he was riding his bicycle in street at the very small age of 9 years.
This incident was very uncertain an unexpected for him by
neighbouring uncle his trust was lacking on outsiders with the passage
of time, his confusion about the reality of his actual relationship with
his adoptive parents was increasing and his feelings of insecurity and
uncertainty about himself were going at the peak. His feeling of that
insecurity and uncertainty about himself and his relation to his
adoptive parent ultimately affected his confidence, will power and
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